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\[ \text{dnv gl forms three joint industry projects for the april 8th, 2014 dnv gl is launching three new joint industry projects to help the offshore industry address its current technical challenges relating to pipelines} \]

DNV GL Second Phase of JIP to Unlock Significant Cost

June 28th, 2018 DNV GL is launching the second phase of a joint industry project JIP to develop a design guideline that implements current pipeline codes and standards

DNV GL Launches Initiatives To Reduce Cost Of Qualifying

February 29th, 2016 Fig 1—A Joint Industry Project Led By DNV GL is Investigating The Use Of Positive Potents

On Subsea Equipment Such As A Subsea Processing Unit

Subsea Joint Industry Project The Maritime Executive

April 1st, 2014 Due to a growing
focus on safety related to subsea lifting operations DNV GL has established a Joint Industry Project (JIP) to develop a practical "DNV GL Project To Drive Grid Connected Energy Storage.

JULY 17th, 2018 DNV GL Formerly KEMA is Planning Its GRIDSTOR Joint Industry Project Which Aims To Develop A Reminded Practice To Drive The Safe And Secure Implementation Of Grid Connected Energy Storage Systems Toward To Accelerate The Integration Of Renewable Energy Sources Into The Grid. "Wind DNV GL launches new joint industry project for July 21st, 2016 Certification body DNV GL has launched a new joint industry project with thirteen global partners to mutually develop a Reminded Practice for the analysis of floating offshore wind turbines. The wind industry has a strong focus on the development of floating offshore wind turbines but it is still... PERFECT PROJECT PHASE II ODEENSEMARITIME JULY 12TH, 2018 OSLO NORWAY 31 MAY 2017 AT THE NOR SHIPPING EVENT IN OSLO TODAY PROJECT DNV GL PRESENTED THE RESULTS OF PHASE II OF THE PERFECT JOINT INDUSTRY PROJECT... "DNV GL invites wind industry to joint industry project to JUNE 19th, 2017 DNV GL Announces Its Latest Joint Industry Project JIP Aiming To Optimize The Performance Of Wind Farms By Reducing The Downtime And Lower The Costs Of... "DNV GL looks to pump up subsea processing with JIP on SEPTEMBER 2ND, 2016 HØVIK NORWAY A JOINT INDUSTRY PROJECT JIP TO STANDARDIZE SUBSEA PROCESSING SYSTEMS HAS BEEN KICK STARTED BY DNV GL WITH INDUSTRY PARTNERS PETROBRAS SHELL STATOIL AND WOODSIDE... DNV GL TWISTIES JOINT INDUSTRY PROJECT JUNE 23RD, 2018 THIS JOINT INDUSTRY PROJECT JIP IS THE FIRST STEP ON THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE FAST FEEDER VESSEL CONCEPT FOR OFFSHORE WIND FARM INSTALLATION THE JIP WILL DEV...